
R E F L E C T



Mirrors are hypnotic, elegant, and mysterious, fascinating humankind since 
time immemorial. They retain their ability to hold our attention, much like 
a beautiful chandelier or a delicate piece of glass. Mirrors also perform an 
extraordinary feat with their ability to create new dimensions and the illusion 
of space. As an obvious progression for Bella Figura, we decided to take some 
of our most sought-after products and create their reflective counterparts, 
bringing you Bella Figura’s first collection of unique mirrors. 

The collection embodies elements of many of our previous collections, 
including the Moonlight, Halcyon, Mayfair, and Retro Murano Collections. 
Honing in on the elongated curves, sweeping arcs, and delicate details of 
our original designs, they challenge the boundaries of traditional shape and 
composition. In keeping with our roots as a lighting company, it wouldn’t be 
Bella Figura if we didn’t include a lit element in some of the designs. The 
aforementioned mirrors are available both with and without their energy 
efficient LED additions.

Bella Figura has always been an avid supporter of English and Italian 
craftsmanship, which is why all of our products are exclusively made in these 
two countries. In recent times, we have sought out and focused upon the 
best of our homegrown talent, championing English blown glass and crystal, 
together with metalsmiths, and lampshade makers across the breadth of 
the UK. Our Mirror Collection showcases the skill and finesse of our most 
dedicated British craftsmen and women, all of whom possess an attention to 
detail that you can see and feel in each and every piece. 

To view the full technical information for any of these designs and to view 
our entire product range, please visit our website at www.bella-figura.com

R E F L E C T
COLLECTION



LOTUS

LOTUS MIRROR
M64

ANTIQUE BRUSHED BRASS & BRONZE & SANDBLASTED BRONZE
109.5CM [43.1”] DIAMETER X 31CM [12.2”] DEPTH

A symbol of peace and purity around the globe, the Lotus flower yields a fruit that leaves its 
consumer in a state of reverie and musing. It only makes sense to extend the Lotus family of 
the Halcyon collection to include a mirror, emulating similar qualities to our Lotus Wall Light. 



CONCERTINA

A more contemporary piece designed in a distressed bronze finish from the brutalist era of 
the 1970s. Encompassing the glass is a multitude of brass v-shaped strips welded together 

to create a subtle lighting effect. 

CONCERTINA RANDOM MIRROR

M114-R
DISTRESSED BRONZE

115CM [45.3”] DIAMETER X 39CM [15.4”] DEPTH

CONCERTINA STRAIGHT MIRROR
M114-S

DISTRESSED BRONZE
115CM [45.3”] DIAMETER X 39CM [15.4”] DEPTH





DOVER STREET

Framed by distressed Lucite tiles, this design challenges our preconceived ideas of 
traditionality. This piece modernises a room and creates a tranquil atmosphere throughout 

any space.

DOVER STREET MIRROR
M170

ANTIQUE BRUSHED BRASS & HAND CARVED LUCITE
120CM [47.2”] DIAMETER X 37CM [14.6”] DEPTH





PIMLICO

Originally a variation of our Battersea Chandelier, this revision of our popular Pimlico 
Chandelier will become the centerpiece of any space. Featuring an eco-friendly LED strip 

round the mirror’s circumference, a warm halo effect is created by the illumination through 
the clear lucite rods.

PIMLICO MIRROR

M108
STIPPLED SILVER & CLEAR LUCITE

127CM [50”] DIAMETER X 54CM [21.3”] DEPTH 

PIMLICO LED MIRROR
M108-LED

STIPPLED SILVER & CLEAR LUCITE
127CM [50”] DIAMETER X 54CM [21.3”] DEPTH



BELGRAVE SQUARE

Comprised of sporadic or straight Lucite rods, this mirror is another contemporary addition 
to the Belgrave Square family from the Mayfair Collection. This ornate mirror is lit by a long 
LED strip positioned above the Lucite rods to create a beautifully warm lighting effect which 

reflects off the distressed glass.

BELGRAVE SQUARE RANDOM LED MIRROR
M123-R-LED

BRONZE & CLEAR LUCITE
127CM [50”] DIAMETER X 54CM [21.3”] DEPTH

BELGRAVE SQUARE STRAIGHT LED MIRROR
M123-S-LED

BRUSHED GOLD & CLEAR LUCITE
127CM [50”] DIAMETER X 54CM [21.3”] DEPTH

BELGRAVE SQUARE STRAIGHT MIRROR
M123-S

BRUSHED GOLD & CLEAR LUCITE
127CM [50”] DIAMETER X 54CM [21.3”] DEPTH

BELGRAVE SQUARE RANDOM MIRROR
M123-R

BRONZE & CLEAR LUCITE
127CM [50”] DIAMETER X 54CM [21.3”] DEPTH



CONTACT / VISIT US

We would love to host you at our flagship showroom, located at the heart of Design Centre Chelsea Harbour. 
Please get in touch with us to arrange a visit, or just to talk to one of our Sales team.

LONDON SHOWROOM
G24 Ground Floor, Centre Dome
Chelsea Harbour Design Centre
Lots Road, Chelsea
London SW10 0XE
Tel: +44 (0)207 376 4564
showroom@bella-figura.com

UK SOUTHERN AREA SALES MANAGER
Tom Perry
Southern England & Wales
Tel: 07927 549611
tom@bella-figura.com

UK NORTHERN AREA SALES MANAGER
Chris Gilbert
Northern England, Scotland,
Northern Ireland & Eire
Tel: 07734 391595
chris@bella-figura.com

WAREHOUSE & WORKSHOP
Unit 17 Clopton Park
Woodbridge
Suffolk IP13 6QT
Tel: +44 (0)139 433 7512

EUROPE & REST OF THE WORLD SALES
Hannah Kick
European & ROW Export Sales Manager
Mobile Number: +44 (0)792 754 9613
hannah@bella-figura.com
export@bella-figura.com

GERMANY & AUSTRIA SALES
Wolfgang & Till Simons GBR
Simons Concepts
Hirtenweg 14
82031 Gruenwald
Germany
Tel: Till +49 (0)176 6463 5014
Mobile Number: Wolfgang +49 (0)171 763 1551
till.simons@simons-concepts.de
ws@simons-concepts.com

NORTH AMERICA SALES
Veronica Felstead-Todd
VP North & Central America
Houston, Texas
Tel: 832-296-5015
veronica@bella-figura.com
usa@bella-figura.com

For details of your nearest showroom in North 
America please see our website 
www.bella-figura.com
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